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The Outline Development Plan

The Waterfront City development is a destinational retail and entertainment experience with
commercial, residential and various other mixed uses that, whilst creating a sense of place for
locals and visitors with its unique waterfront, blends into the existing urban fabric of Melbourne.
The Outline Development Plan sets a framework for creating “a sense of place” and in doing so,
remains a flexible framework which can adapt to changing market, social and demographic
conditions.
The Outline Development Plan reflects the design strength of the HASSELL and BDP team and
the commercial strength and lifestyle vision of ING Real Estate Development Australia and the
Lewis Land Group.
Once the Outline Development Plan has been approved a staged process will occur to obtain
detailed planning approval for various elements within this plan.
This framework outlines the key planning and design principles of the WFC Development and
shows how these reflect the principles of the Melbourne Docklands Area Planning Scheme.
WCH share the vision of architectural diversity and will consider the use of multiple architectural
practices in the WFC Development.
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Outline Development Plan
1.0 Introduction

1.1 Role of the Outline Development Plan
This Outline Development Plan sets a
flexible framework from which the
development of Waterfront City (WFC) at
Melbourne Docklands will evolve. The
development will evolve organically,
enabling it to reflect the existing urban
fabric of Melbourne and yet respond
favourably towards its unique waterfront
location.
It outlines a number of guidelines
established to assist the development of
WFC in relation to the planning vision for
the site.

Docklands Vision
The broad vision developed for the
Docklands precinct and integrated into
the Melbourne Docklands Area Planning
Provisions (October 2002) seeks to
provide the strategic objectives that are
to be considered in the development of
each precinct within the Docklands. It is
desirable to achieve a well designed,
integrated and sustainable development
that responds not only to the environment
but to the future needs of the residents,
visitors and commercial interests that
will form the new community. The
implementation of this vision aims to:

•

Provide for the development of the
Melbourne Docklands area in a
manner consistent with the
strategic intent set out in the
brochure Melbourne Docklands towards the 21st century as
adopted by the Docklands Authority
and the State Government.

•

Take account of the unique nature
of the water environment.

•

Optimise the use and development
opportunities for waterfront
properties while maintaining public
access to the waterfront within the
Melbourne Docklands area.

•

Be a complementary development
for the existing urban fabric of
Melbourne.

•

Provide for desirable visual and
physical linkages between the
Melbourne Docklands area and the
Central Business District, and to
other adjacent areas.

•

Provide that the nature and density
of development complements the
preferred land-use as indicated on
the Preferred Land-Use Plan, and
the surrounding environment.

•

Provide a high level of certainty
and direction for potential
investment decisions.

•

Provide for a variety of dwelling
types to suit a diversity of needs.

Planning Context for Waterfront
City
Waterfront City is located within the
broader ‘Business Park Precinct’.
The following policy objectives have
been considered in conjunction with
overall policies for the Docklands area,
which address issues such as access
and mobility, environmental
management, urban design and land
issues at a broad level.

Development Controls
The Development Controls for Waterfront
City are set out in Clause 417 of the
planning scheme.
Any development within Waterfront City
takes into account:
•

the objectives and guidelines of
Section 1.3 and 2.1 of Melbourne
Docklands Urban Design
Guidelines.

•

the nature of wind effects caused by
any tower, and the design measures
used to address these.

•

the need to preserve views and to
ensure appropriate separation of
buildings, particularly the taller
elements of buildings to avoid the
creation of a wall affect.

•

the orientation and design of a
development and whether it will
cause overshadowing individually
or as part of a cumulative effect,
particularly over the promenades or
waterways area.

Clause 402-2.1 Docklands Business
Park Zone
•

Provide for the development of the
Business Park precinct as a mixed
use area.

•

Encourage the development of this
area in accordance with the
‘Melbourne Docklands Urban
Design Guidelines’.

•

Provide for a range of active and
people orientated uses at the lower
levels of buildings which are
complementary of residential uses.

•

Ensure use and development in the
Business Park is consistent with the
‘Business Park Precinct Noise
Management Regime 1998’.

•

Ensure use and development in the
Business Park is consistent with the
‘Melbourne Docklands Lighting
Regime for Business Park
Precinct 1999’.

Discussion relating to height, setbacks
and other relevant matters are outlined in
the submission that follows.

It is considered that the proposed mix of
land uses (retail, residential,
entertainment and leisure, commercial)
and the provision of appropriate open
spaces throughout the development will
demonstrate general compliance with the
objectives of the precinct.

Land Use Controls
A ‘Preferred Land Use Plan’ for
Docklands provides the outline of
Waterfront City and identifies the general
land use categories that are preferred for
the majority of the precinct to achieve the
overall objectives. Generally the
proposed mix is as per the staging
diagram in Section 1.5 of this document.
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1.2 Aims & Objectives

Objective 1: Optimise visitations to the site through a diversity of uses

Aims

Entertainment

Residential

The magnets that will draw people through the site
are the entertainment focii located to the north
(entertainment piazza) and the south of the precinct
(waterfront piazza).

To faciliate a dynamic, 24 hour activity precinct,
low and medium use residential development is
interspersed with other complementary land uses
throughout the site. The residential components
will be high quality design of human scale and will
exhibit diversity in built form.

Public Realm

Retail

‘People’ spaces are intergral to the success of this
mixed use envirnoment. The public realm will
guide vistiors through a range of different
experiences and will exhibit a high standard of
public amenity thoughout.

Careful planning has been undertaken to enable a
vibrant mixed use precinct. The retail component
provides a strong economic base for the
development of the precinct. This active and
people orientated use is generally located at lower
levels of the buildings to compliment residential
uses above.

The pricipal aims of the Waterfront City
development is to provide a unique,
mixed use retail and entertainment
waterfront destination for all locals and
visitors to enjoy. It aims to be a world
class destination that reflects the urban
character of Melbourne whilst providing a
place that is fun, relaxing, and vibrant.
Waterfront City Holdings (WCH) and the
Docklands Authority aim to achieve a
viable and sustainable development. In
pursuing this, the key drivers of WCH
are:
1.

To exhibit excellent design
standards and public amenity.

2.

To facilitate the integration of the
developments with adjoining land
owners.

Objectives
The key objectives of the WFC
Development Plan are to:
1.

Optimise visitations to the site
through a diversity of uses.

2.

Capitalise on the attributes of the
site.

3.

Create an urban experience in
Docklands.

4.

Create a flexible framework within
which the overall project can adapt
to changing market conditions and
the dynamic nature of occupier
demands.

Human Services

Events

To provide a rich mix of uses at WFC, we have
allocated key sites to community/human service
activites.

The piazza areas will become world class
destinations that showcase a variety of events.

Commercial / Hotel / Serviced
Apartments

A variety of residential and commercial
accommodation options will be provided on the
site.
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1.2 Aims & Objectives (cont’d)

Objective 2: Capitalise on the attributes of the site
Prominence

The plan acknowledges and promotes the site’s unique
location fronting Victoria Harbour, Moonee Ponds
Creek, Footscray Road and Docklands Drive.

Objective 3: Create an urban experience in Docklands
The urban character of this precint will be created to respect the existing development
pattern in the neighbourhood and exhibit a high degree of flexibility to respond to the
changing demands of its occupants over time.

Human Scale
The precinct will exhibit a high standard of urban design and buildings will be of human
scale. This ensures the potential for activation of the public realm and encourages
greater connection and integration between people and buildings. This is a unique
response when compared to other neighbouring developments.

Objective 4: Create a flexible framework within which the overall project can adapt to changing market
conditions and the dynamic nature of occupier demands
Fine Grained / Permeable
Public Precinct

Streets that accommodate change
and reflect development pattern in
the CBD

The scale of the project enables the establishment
of a hierarchy of streets and allows a high level of
permeability through the site to the various land
uses.

The street pattern in the precinct reponds to existing
linkages and facilitates new linkages to the
surrounding neighbourhood including the CBD.
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1.3 Site Information & Description
Waterfront City Location
Waterfront City is located to the northwest of the Melbourne Central Business
District (CBD) with a southern frontage
onto Victoria Harbour.
Waterfront City will be connected to the
Melbourne CBD via Dockland’s Drive,
and to the suburbs via Footscray Road /
City Link.
Waterfront City is readily accessible by
pedestrian and public transport, ie trains,
trams, buses and ferries. The tram
network is proposed to be extended from
Harbour Esplanade / LaTrobe Street.

Waterfront City has a southern frontage
onto Victoria Harbour and is located
adjacent to New Quay, Central City
Studios and Moonee Ponds Creek.

Adjacent to Waterfront City are New
Quay, Central City Studios, Victoria
Harbour and Moonee Ponds Creek.

Topography
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The site is generally flat, having been
previously fitted and formed to
accommodate warehouse and industrial
uses. Fill material of varying quality and
depths overlies a layer of sand and
Coode Island silt.
There is little existing site vegetation.
Some planting has taken place along
Moonee Ponds Creek for the purposes of
bank stabilisation and rehabilitation.

Victoria
Harbour

Water plays a vital part in the design of the precinct.
Important public areas are located adjacent to the
water to allow maximum accessability.
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The natural conditions have been used to maximise the potential for ESD initiatives and have also informed the location of
uses on the site.
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1.4 Opportunity & Limitations

Opportunity

Developer’s Response

Limitation

Developer’s Response

WFC is bounded by Footscray Road,
providing a prominent frontage, and also
crossed by Dockland’s Drive providing a
key access point.

Provide an urban edge to Footscray Road
and a transport node to Dockland’s
Drive. Provide both with a sense of
arrival.

WFC is located in a rapidly emerging
precinct of competing land-uses.

Strategic selection of land-uses to
complement adjacent developments.

Close proximity to the Central Business
District (CBD) and inner Melbourne.

Complementary uses to surrounding
organic growth.

WFC is not adjacent to existing key
attractions.

WFC provides activities and land-uses
that generate visitation and create
linkages with the surrounding
neighbourhood.

Large, centrally-located, brownfield site,

Demolish sheds due to lack of heritage
or aesthetic importance, and develop a
mixed-use scheme that provides a ‘heart’
to the Docklands area. Demolition
approval already gained.

Long narrow site with limited harbour
frontage.

Strategic placement of land-use to
ensure permeability and even distribution
of activities and visitation to the site.

with sheds on site.

Demolition Plan

Approval gained for demolition

Site Context Plan

Waterfront
City
Central City
Studios
New Quay

New Quay

Ya
rra
’s
Ed
ge

Digital
Harbour

Dock

lands

Park

Telstra Dome

Victoria Harbour
Batman Hill

RED HATCH
INDICATES EXISTING
SHED TO BE
DEMOLISHED
PORTION ONLY
Key
Buildings demolished under separate
planning approval
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1.5 Development Principles

The development principles, as
discussed in the Outline Development
Plan, reflect elements of the
Waterfront City
City, Integration and
Urban Design Framework (May
2002), principally, “the aim for the
whole of Docklands is to achieve a
waterfront place of character and quality
in which to live and work, and to create a
tourism asset and boost to Victoria’s
prosperity.”
Our design response to the Ten Key
Design Principles are as follows:
1. “For all people and their needs”
The WFC design provides for a
variety of uses targeted to a wide
demographic of locals and visitors.
Our proposal provides a safe and
attractive destination for all. All
public interfaces are activated and of
a human scale.
2. “Responsive to Melbourne”
In keeping with the tradition of
Melbourne’s European grid system
of city streets, lanes and arcades,
WFC offers a ‘piece’ of carefully
integrated fabric at the Docklands.
The Waterfront City precinct does not
contain any buildings which are on
the Victorian Heritage Register.
3. “Responsive to the Site”
WFC takes full advantage of the
site’s access to the Harbour,
Dockland’s Drive, Moonee Ponds
Creek and Footscray Road. The
design takes advantage of the length
of the site by establishing northsouth axes with attractive
destinations at each ‘end’ of the site
and ease of integration by car, tram
and water. Protection from winter
winds is afforded through built form.
At the harbour edge the buildings
form a public space able to respond
to summer and winter microclimatic
conditions.
4. “Focussed on the Water”
WFC has strong public wharf and
waterfront focus. The Waterfront
Piazza provides a place for large
crowds and significant events, as
well as more intimate setting and
outdoor dining areas. This space
will become the primary public
waterfront focus for Docklands and is
to be welcoming, hospitable,
protected and, like other world class
urban ‘squares’ be of a human scale
and proportion. The public space
adjacent to the Moonee Ponds Creek

can be used for passive, active and
informal recreational purposes.
5. “Focussed on the Public Realm”
WFC offers a number of different
types of public space experiences
ranging from passive / informal, to
highly active urban destinations.
They form carefully considered
points of articulation in our urban
fabric. Careful attention is paid to
transition zones between buildings
and external spaces, inside and out,
private to public.
6. “Economical, Viable and Vital”
WFC must provide an economically
viable and vital outcome through
unified high quality design, and a
mix of land-uses that complement,
and integrate with, the surrounding
development.
7. “Diverse and Integrated”
WFC offers diversity in architecture
uses and activities. The scheme
provides entertainment destinations
to the north and south, linked by a
streetscape of retail and housing.
This model accepts change and
invites diversity of expression /
character.
8. “Creative and Innovative”
WFC moves away from the sterility
of ‘modern’ mono-use development,
and offers an innovative fully
integrated multi-use piece of city
fabric, which is fine-grained,
permeable and of human scale.
9. “Ecologically Sustainable”
WFC supports the ESD initiatives of
the Docklands project.
10. “Dynamic”
Being aware of the scale of our
proposal, and of the need to sustain
an appropriate level of intrigue and
character in the urban design, our
design team has been very
conscious of the imperative to create
and sustain dynamism in the built
solutions.
The only certainty in entertainment,
retail and other markets is that
change will follow change in terms
of evolving trends and occupier
requirements. It is an essential
element of this Development Plan
that it retains the flexibility to
respond to dynamic market
conditions.
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1.6 Staging & Site Presentation
Indicative Staging

•The indicative staging plan provides a
guide to the sequence of development
proposed for our site.
Stage 1

•Wharf / Waterfront Piazza /
Entertainment & Retail / Victoria
Showcase / Waterfront Apartments /
Home Office
•Retail, Home Office & Car parking
podium with Residential above.
•Retail Shopping Streets, Brand Direct,
Leisure Retail, Retail Clustering / Car
park / Home Office / Shop Top
Apartments.
•Retail, Home Office & Car parking
podium with Residential above. The
Shoptop Apartments will be varying in
height to ensure diversity, human scale
and intimacy is achieved in the Retail
Streets.

•Southern Star Ferris Wheel / Cinema /
Puppet Theatre / Entertainment / Leisure
Retail, Retail
Stage 2

•Bulky Goods / Homemaker / Retail
•Interim use landscaped temporary
carparking
Stage 3

•Hotel / Serviced Apartments / Home
Office / Commercial and Associated
Retail

•Interim use landscaped temporary
carparking
Stage 4

•Commercial & Associated Retail
•Interim use landscaped temporary
carparking
Docklands Drive

•The Docklands Drive arrival piazza is
edged north and south by taller buildings
to create a distinct address and to
capture the space thus enhancing this
gateway.

General
General:
The above sets a framework for creating “a sense of place” and in doing so,
remains a flexible framework in which to adapt to changing market, social and
demographic conditions.
All interim uses to the approval of Vic Urban

Human Services Land (HSL)

MPC - Moonee Ponds Creek (Stage 1 works)

•North West Parcel - Interim use
landscaping

HSL - Human Services Land

•Eastern Parcel - Interim use landscaped
temporary carparking
(Timing to be confirmed with VicUrban)
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1.7 Summary of Plan, Rationale,
Concept & Main Features
The vision for Waterfront City is to create
one of the world’s great places - an
active and exciting place that offers a
variety of reasons to visit and revisit.

Create Connections with the Docklands and the City at a Macro Level

Urban Address

Harbour as Stage/ Backdrop

The key gateways to the precinct are designed to
provide an appropriate main address from roads and
the harbour

A major public space in the form of the Waterfront
Piazza is created adjacent to the harbour allowing
this to become a highly active area

Urban Objects

City Grid

Buildings flanking the precinct including major
urban objects such as the Telstra Dome. Waterfront
City opens the vista between these urban objects.

The design of the precinct respects the CBD grid
and facilitates a link with the harbour.

Docklands Grid

Major View Lines

The aim is to extend Melbourne’s unique
character and culture, and become an
integral part of Docklands and
Melbourne.
Our approach to the concept for
Waterfront City is based on a wide
offering of experiences for a broad range
of people.
In determining the concepts and
facilities, it is intended to place an
emphasis on viability and
appropriateness to Melbourne’s climate,
culture and opportunities offered by the
site. The waterfront and the views to the
city will complement other Docklands
elements such as
the Telstra Dome, Central City Studios
and Comtechport.
Consideration has also been given to the
appropriateness of facilities to co-exist
with the existing residential and
commercial areas of Docklands.
WFC will be a place for all people in the
Docklands, and provide a human scale
development that, like the waterfront,
builds on the pedestrian experience, and
provides a tourist and visitor focus.

Docklands grid

City grid

The design of the precinct responds to the
Docklands grid as well.

The location of the piazza allows maximum public
accessiblility to views.
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1.7 Summary of Plan, Rationale,
Concept & Main Features (cont’d)

Create an urban morphology, which provides human scale, a fine grain and public permeability

Important design principles that underpin
the Development Plan are to:

Human Activity

Public Permeability

The scale of the development and mix of uses within
the precinct provide opportunity for a variety of
activities.

‘People’ spaces are intergral to the success of this
mixed use envirnoment. The public realm will guide
vistiors through a range of different experiences and
will exhibit a high standard of public amenity
thoughout.

•

create connections with the
Docklands, the city and greater
Melbourne.

•

create an urban morphology which
provides human scale, a fine grain,
and public permeability.

The main features of WFC are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Waterfront activities
Public, active streets
Headline attractions
Entertainment venues
Retailing
Food and beverage
Residential
Commercial
Hotel / Serviced apartments
Home office

Human Scale

Built form responds to the human scale to create an
engaging environment for people.

Residential

Entertainment/Retail

Water Journey

To faciliate a dynamic, 24 hour activity precinct,
low and medium use residential development is
interspersed with other complementary land uses
throughout the site. The residential components
will be high quality design of human scale and will
exhibit diversity in built form.

The magnets that will draw people through the site
are the entertainment focii located to the north
(entertainment piazza) and the south of the precinct
(waterfront piazza). Retail uses will be located
between these two major precincts.

Water plays a vital part in the design of the precinct
and will be represented on site in a number of ways
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2.1 Circulation & Access
2.1.1 Concepts & Principles
The network for pedestrian and vehicular
access and circulation will be designed
to allow people visiting, working and
living within WFC to enjoy convenient
and efficient physical linkages between
the different land-uses throughout the
Greater Melbourne precinct, as well as
integrating with the broader Melbourne
Docklands area, Central Business District
and Greater Melbourne.
The road network is designed to provide
north-south movement through the site
as well as east-west connections from
key advantage points and existing road
networks that border the site. This creates
a permeable precinct where movement is
effectively facilitated to ensure the
success of the land-uses, particularly the
retail and commercial frontages. It is also
important that linkages with the car
parking areas are achieved to make the
most of the facilities provided. Public
transport linkages to the site will further
enhance accessibility from a number of
advantage points.
The pedestrian network is designed to
link the public realm throughout the
precinct and ensure that an environment
that promotes and enhances the
pedestrian experience is achieved.

The principles of the traffic and transport
aspects of the WFC development are
broadly outlined as follows:

Access Plan

Public Transport

Private Transport

•

The quality of the private vehicular
access experience will be vital to
the success of WFC.

•

Provide a high degree of
accessibility from the surrounding
freeway and arterial road network.

•

Aim to fully exploit the close
proximity to City Link, which
effectively links the freeway network
of Melbourne and Victoria.

•

Provide adequate, convenient and
legible parking facilities within a
pleasant user-friendly environment.

•

Allow the precinct peak parking
demands to be accommodated
within and immediately adjacent to
WFC.

bus

tram

ferry

Vehicles, private and public, services
and emergency access.

The site is serviced by proposed buses,
trams and ferries

Car Parking

Bike Paths

Linking the Docklands and the region

Public Transport

•

Encourage the integration of the
tram services from the CBD, and
the services already provided in the
Docklands and Dockland’s Drive.

•

Encourage existing and future bus
services to enter WFC from
Footscray Road.

•

Encourage the use of ferries linking
the various developments within
Docklands to Southgate and
suburbs such as St Kilda and
Williamstown.

Pedestrian & Bicycles

·

•

Integrate and link bicycle and
pedestrian networks to encourage
non-motorised transport.

Multi-level and at-grade car parks and
access points are well distributed across
the site

•

Provide a pleasant and safe
pedestrian and bicycle
environment.

Pedestrian Network

Permeable and linked pedestrian network
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

Public Transport Network

2.1.2 Public Transport: Land &
Water Based
Melbourne has an extensive public
transport system which converges in the
Central Business District (CBD). As WFC
is located just to the north-west of the
CBD, it is well positioned along with the
rest of Docklands to exploit the public
transport facilities.
The most predominant forms of public
transport to the CBD and the Docklands
are trains and trams. Southern Cross
Station will be the hub of train services to
the Docklands. This will be
complemented by the proposed further
extension of the existing tram services
into the Docklands.
In particular to the WFC precinct the
following public transport facilities are
proposed (subject to commercially
sustainable agreements with other
stakeholders):

•

A tram terminus at the western end
of Dockland’s Drive, with a high
quality tram stop in front of WFC.

•

Tram services along Dockland’s
Drive will integrate into the CBD
services.

•
•

A ferry stop.

Coach / Bus /
Taxi Terminal

Southern Cross
Station

Taxi bus and coach services off
Footscray Road.

Accessability to and within the precinct
for public transport facilities will be
coordinated to facilitate maximum usage
and enhance circulation throughout.
Water Services
Tram Services
Train Services
Proposed Bus Route (Taxi / Bus)
(to future approval by Vic Urban and bus operator)
Future Tram by others
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

Vehicular Access Plan

2.1.3 Individual Traffic Systems &
Access
2.1.3.1 Vehicular
Vehicular access from the arterial road
network is proposed as:
A

Footscray Road / City Link
Westbound Exit Ramp / Access
Road A; fully directional signalised
intersection.

B

Footscray Road / Access Road;
fully directional signalised
intersection.

C

Footscray Road / Dudley Street /
Dockland’s Drive; fully directional
signalised intersection.

D

Footscray Road / Access Road;
Left in / Left out intersection.

A

B

D
C

The combination of the above
intersections onto the external road
network will provide connectivity to
the metropolitan road network as
follows:

•

The proposed interchange onto
Footscray Road provides a
connection to City Link which
connects Melbourne’s freeway
network.

•

The proposed Footscray Road
intersections provide convenient
access points from the City Link
Interchange.

•

The Dockland’s Drive intersection
with Wurundjeri Way provides
convenient connections to the CBD
and south to the bay side suburbs
via Montague Street.

•

The internal road network provides
efficient connections to the various
car parks within Waterfront City
and Docklands.

15

Vehicular Access
PRIMARY ROADS

SECONDARY ROADS
SERVICE AREAS
(ground & upper)

s

PCP - PUBLIC CAR PARK

s

PCP
s

s

PCP

PCP

PCP

s

PCP
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

Pedestrian Links

2.1.3 Individual Traffic Systems &
Access (cont’d)
2.1.3.2 Pedestrian
WFC is a pedestrian-friendly
environment - the main north-south
retail streets, the Waterfront Piazza and
the Entertainment Piazza are designed to
be pedestrian- friendly.
The pedestrian network and access to
WFC seeks to integrate with the adjoining
developments creating a high level of
pedestrian permeability. Footscray Road,
Moonee Ponds Creek and the Waterfront
Piazza provide the pedestrian interface
with the adjoining precincts. This
pedestrian integration is important to
achieve a successfully activated
development.

NOTE: Primary links only.
Outside WFC is only indicative.
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Pedestrian Access - Public
Ground Level

Pedestrian Access - Secure
Upper Retail Level
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

Primary Cycle Routes

2.1.3 Individual Traffic Systems &
Access (cont’d)

•

The path along the Moonee Ponds
Creek.

•

The Capital City Trail along
Footscray Road.

il
Tra
ty
Ci

The cycle network will comprise of
dedicated / shared cycle paths within the
precinct. They will be well marked, and
integrated into the existing cycle system,
including:

al
pit
Ca

2.1.3.3 Cycles

Careful consideration will be given to the
junction between the proposed and
existing cycle paths. Cycle parking
facilities will be provided within public
areas.

Capital City Trail
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Cycles Routes
EXISTING PATHS
PROPOSED ON STREET BIKE LANES
PROPOSED OFF STREET PATHS / ROUTES
MOONEE PONDS CREEK (MPC)
(Referenced from Landscape Masterplan for MPC)

PIT

FUTURE BIKE UNDERPASS BY OTHERS
AL

CI

TY

TR

AIL

MOONEE PONDS CREEK

CA
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

Projected Car Parking

2.1.3 Individual Traffic Systems &
Access (cont’d)

350 car
spaces

2.1.3.4 Parking
Easily accessible, user-friendly and well
distributed car parking is vital to the
success of the project.
Multi-deck car park and on-grade spaces
for the mix of uses proposed. In general,
the overall car parking provision
complies with the Docklands
specifications.

575 car
spaces

600car
spaces
45 car
spaces

60 car
spaces
300 car
spaces
300 car
spaces

80 car
spaces

820 car
spaces
80 car
spaces

Car parking dimensions will comply with
Australian Standards.

75 car
spaces

It is anticipated that many visitors will
use the easily accessible public transport
systems that are linked to Waterfront City.
Certain roads within WFC may also be
further activated with public on-street
parking.
330 car
spaces

330 car
spaces
2,500 car
spaces

Existing Public Car Parking
Waterfront City Car Parking
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2.1 Circulation & Access (cont’d)

2.1.3 Individual Traffic Systems
& Access (cont’d)
2.1.3.5 Car Parking and Public
Transport Management Plan
Principles of Car Parking Strategy
The pricing and policing strategy will be
evolved to meet the following
fundamental principles:
•

•

The publicly available car parking
within the Waterfront City precinct
is provided for the benefit of the
customers of and encouragement of
visitations to the WFC retail and
entertainment facilities and to a
lesser extent, of other adjacent
Docklands precincts.
To encourage use by short-medium
term shoppers and patrons of the
retail and entertainment facilities.

•

To actively discourage use by CBD
commuters.

•

The use and enjoyment of private
parking facilities is to be
maintained and protected.

Public Transport
To a large extent, the development,
growth and use of public Transport
infrastructure are beyond the scope of the
Developer’s direct influence. However, in
order to positively encourage public
transport use as a means of visiting
Docklands, the following principles will
be used.
•

Provide well signed pedestrian links
and encourage pedestrian activity
between the existing train, tram and
bus facilities and the various areas
of the Waterfront City precinct;

•

Encourage provision of a tram
extension to bring the City Trams
into Docklands Drive and to the
heart of the Waterfront City precinct;

•

Provide safe, attractive and efficient
facilities for all such Tram users;

•

Encourage provision of ‘shuttle’
bus, tram or other transport
services where appropriate;

•

Encourage the development of ferry
services between Waterfront City,
other Docklands precincts and other
city and suburban locations.

•

Encourage inter-modal connections
between such ferries and the
proposed tram extension or other
transport services.

2.1.3.6 Mobility Impaired
The public realm of Waterfront City will
be designed to cater for mobility
impaired persons. To ensure compliance
with the appropriate regulations a DDA
consultant will be engaged. Materiality
of surfaces, kerb heights, urban
landscape elements, ramps access,
landscape elements and vertical
transportations will be some of the
issues that will be considered in the
development.
All circulation networks will be
integrated with adjoining developments
to ensure that mobility impaired persons
can traverse the whole Docklands
precinct.

2.1.3.7 Emergency & Service
The road network is designed to allow
easy access for all emergency and
service vehicles.
While the Waterfront Piazza and the
Entertainment Precinct are pedestrian
zones, access wil still be provided for
emergency and service personnel.
The open pedestrian streets will not have
vehicular access, but will be designed to
allow easy accessibility by emergency
and service personnel.
All buildings will be provided with
appropriate service zones.
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2.2 Uses & Use Patterns
2.2.1 Concepts & Principles

•

The primary uses of Waterfront City
are entertainment, retail, residential,
commercial and water based
activities. As a consequence of
this, the built form will be designed
to support as much diverse activity
as possible at or near ground level.
Thus the form generated will be a
medium rise, publicly accessed
space, arranged in a highly
permeable fashion.

•

A high level of integration and
continuity between places and uses
will be essential for commercial
success and for the sustainability of
the urban experience.

•

Residential uses are changing
constantly in response to evolving
demographics, socio-economic
circumstances, and the functions of
demand and supply from a variety
of consumer groups. As such, a
variety of residential development
options shall be offered. These
include: boutique-style, medium
rise residences, town houses,
apartments, main street lofts, shoptop homes, and in line with trends
of working from home, home/
offices. The combination of these
residential uses will provide a
diversity of architectural character
and scale.

•

The plan ‘structure’ of the form is a
product of formal responses to the
macro urban context, and the need
for a system of way finding which
will support and enrich the
commercial operation of our
proposal.

•

A high level of public interaction
and activity at ground level.

•

Responding to the urban fabric of
Melbourne.

Create entertainment destinations
integral to this mixed use precinct

Establish formal relationships and access links between Docklands and the CBD

Create address / identity

Establish an urban environment
characterised by streets with varying
characters
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2.2 Uses & Use Patterns (cont’d)
The ‘single’ diagram
The ‘single’ diagram established the
foundations of the masterplan concept.

2.2.2 Uses
The principle of uses and use patterns
realises the Masterplan objectives
through the following:

•

Create two major destinations at
either end of the site, in order to
provide a basis for generating
north-south pedestrian movement
through the site.

•

Support these destinations with
significant public addresses,
namely at Footscray Road,
Dockland’s Drive and the
waterfront;

•

Locate entertainment at each of
these major destinations, in order
to increase activity, and therefore,
the concentration of people at these
nodes.

•

Locate open air street type retailing
and residential in the connective
‘zone’ created between these two
major destinations.
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Proposed Functional Relationships

Ground Level

Upper Retail Level

COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RETAIL
HOTEL/SERVICED APARTMENTS
ENTERTAINMENT
Note:
This diagram will change throughout
the on going masterplanning and
concept design process in
consultation with Docklands Authority.

Typical Residential Level
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network

Public Realm

2.3.1 Concepts & Principles
The public realm and open space
principles for Waterfront City precinct
area are:

•

Provide adequate space to support
the major entertainment and
recreational uses proposed.

•

Provide an appropriate urban
address for Waterfront City at
Footscray Road, Dockland’s Drive,
Moonee Ponds Creek, and the
Victoria Harbour front.

•

Provide a public realm is ‘familiar’
and assists with way finding and
creating a sense of place.

•

Provide for a variety of active and
passive places and that these
spaces respond appropriately.

•

Provide open spaces of appropriate
types and in appropriate locations
to integrate with the open space
network beyond our site including
adjoining precincts and the Moonee
Ponds Creek.

Public Realm
The public realm is configured to
respond to important site views, and to
allow easy negotiation by both vehicles
and pedestrians. It is designed to
provide appropriate settings for various
uses and includes designated public
open spaces, streets, roads and
pedestrian walkways. The raised lawn
areas in the Waterfront Piazza are
accessible to pedestrians.
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

2.3.1 Concepts & Principles
(cont’d)
Waterfront Piazza
Waterfront Piazza and Wharf
This recreation based public space will
be a major amenity area, for Docklands
and indeed Melbourne. The Waterfront
Piazza is envisaged at this stage to be an
engaging place, offering a variety of
pedestrian experiences. A comfortable
space, it will encompass canopies, level
changes, tree planting, screens, water
feature and public art.
Visual connenction to the water has also
been carefully considered. The ground
plane has been manipulated to allow
expansive views over the activity of the
Piazza and the Harbour. In some cases,
the proposed wharf walls are in the
foreground of the water views. From the
lower terraces, views of the water will be
revealed as the pedestrian moves through
the space. The walls would be part of a
suite of elements which will help to
contain, humanise, and enliven this large
public space.
They will direct pedestrian movement,
reveal framed views of the water, add
interest, detail and richness to the place.

Floating Wharf

Residential

Residential

Residential

Promenade

Residential

Sloped / raised
grassed areas
Trees

Trees

Promenade

Waterfront

Indicative Plan of Waterfront Piazza

Grassed Area

Terrace / Seating Edge

Terrace / Seating Edge

Ramp

Promenade at Plaza Level

Grassed Area

Indicative Section through terraced grass area

Floating Wharf

Indicative Section through sloped grass area
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

Quality paving units will be used. Variations in sizes and shapes will add interest.

2.3.1 Concepts & Principles
(cont’d)
Paving Strategy
Paving materials will be of a quality to
reflect the importance of this space
within WFC and Docklands as a whole.
Pattern and orientation will respond to the
architecture as well as to the pattern of
pedestrian activity. Given the large size
of the space, a single paving treatment
will not be adopted for the whole area.
Natural stone will be used in combination
with concrete unit pavers. Moving down
the terraces and into the lower level of
the Piazza, patterns and combination will
change to provide variety and a shift in
pattern or material will also occur where
the Piazza meets the waterfront
promenade. At the northern end of the
Piazza, the paving will work in with that
used for Dockland’s Drive so that there is
a ‘seemless’ transition between the
spaces. Detailed patterns, interesting
textural changes, colour variations and
insets of feature materials will contribute
a great level of detail to the ground plane.

Drawings and images show indicative treatments.

Urban Art Strategy
Two categories of artworks will be
featured in the Waterfront Piazza.
Integrated artwork will work with the
architecture and Piazza elements so that
it responds to activity zones, leads
people through the space, frames views,
delineates space or provides protection
from the elements. It may take the form
of walls, screens, seating elements,
canopies, or kinetic displays. A large
urban art piece, or series of pieces will
link the Waterfront Piazza to Dockland’s
Drive and the rest of WFC. This may be
combined with water elements and the
lighting strategy. In addition to these
integrated pieces, there is opportunity for
a stand alone landmark piece within the
Piazza, in particular to add a significant
vertical element to the space. The art
strategy will be developed further with a
specialtist art consultant.

Images show indicative treatments

Furniture Strategy
Public furniture will be designed for the
Waterfront Piazza. It will be in keeping
with the suite of furniture adopted for
Waterfront City as a whole, but unique to
this location as a signature of the space.
Furniture will be incorporated into other
Piazza elements as far as possible.
Bench seats may emerge out of steps and
terraces or artwork may be used as
furniture.
Tree Strategy
The Waterfront Piazza will be a
predominantly hard surfaced public
space. Tree planting will generally be
limited to key locations and species will
be selected to withstand the strong, saltladen winds.
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

2.3.1 Concepts & Principles
(cont’d)
Entertainment Piazza
Tree Strategy
The Entertainment Piazza will be a
predominantly hardscaped space with
limited opportunity for tree planting.
Street trees around the perimeter of the
Entertainment Piazza will contribute to the
space as a backdrop.

Paving Strategy
The paving will generally reflect the
organic shapes of the architecture and
will be quite unique within the WFC
precinct.
A combination of insitu pigmented
concrete and asphalt will be used to
achieve this effect.

Furniture Strategy
Furniture will be in keeping with the suite
of furniture adopted for WFC as a whole,
but particular to this location as a
signature of the space. Furniture design
will be informed by the nature of the
architecture and a single material,
probably steel, will be used to establish
some visual cohesion across the Piazza.

Arrival Gateway

Paving Strategy

This space is intended to provide a
strongly identifiable entry to WFC for
people arriving by car from Footscray
Road and City Link. It provides a window
from Footscray Road into the
Entertainment Piazza. The Gateway will
be the place where coaches and taxis
will be directed to access WFC. It will be
a visual marker of the entry to Waterfront
City.

The paving treatment will help to mark
this arrival road as the northern entry to
WFC. It is envisaged that a combination
of concrete and applied finishes will be
used on the road surface in feature
locations. Pedestrian paving in this area
will largely be limited to the provision of
pedestrian footpath connections along the
arrival road and into the adjacent
commercial sites.
A combination of ‘natural’ and pigmented
concrete is proposed.

Tree Strategy
The visual connection between Footscray
Road and the Entertainment Piazza will be
reinforced by the tree strategy adopted for
the Arrival Gateway. Formal arrangement
of trees in rectilinear configuration will
contrast dramatically with the largely
‘treeless’ treatment and organic forms of
the Entertainment Piazza. The tree
strategy will be visually reinforced by
massed shrub and ground cover planting.

Furniture Strategy
Docklands Standard Furniture will be
used.

Indicative Plan of Entertainment Piazza
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

2.3.1 Concepts & Principles
(cont’d)
Dockland’s Drive
Dockland’s Drive is part of the Docklands
street infrastructure, and so already offers
its attributes as a place of welcome and
address to Waterfront City. Our proposal
is to design elements of built form
addressing the street, in such a way as to
‘capture’ the space, to enhance the
‘gateway’ effect as one arrives or departs
the Waterfront City precinct. In addition,
the curving of the built form provides
ample room around the proposed tram
stop, facilitating the movement of large
numbers of people arriving or departing
by tram as well as providing crossings
for pedestrians. Pedestrian crossings
will be at grade, with the focus being on
making the space a safe and convenient
pedestrian dominated environment.
Tree Strategy
Two species of trees is envisaged at this
concept stage, to be used in Dockland’s
Drive to mark this as an important arrival
point into WFC. As a continuation of the
existing treatment of the eastern section
of Dockland’s Drive, palm trees will be
used within the central median. These
trees may be visible from the pedestrian
links to both the north and the south, and
will act as a visual cue and landmarking
device. Street trees will be located within
the footpath on both sides of the road.
Their configuration and numbers will be
intensified at both the eastern and
western ends to protect pedestrian from
westerly winds. Massed understorey
planting will be used to assist in wind
amelioration.

Paving Strategy
High quality materials will be used to
reflect the importance of Dockland’s
Drive as an arrival point. A combination
of bluestone, granite and concrete unit
pavers will be used. Paving treatment
will help define this as a pedestrian
dominated space but will also identify
the location of vehicle carriageways,
pedestrian crossing zones and tram
zones. Transition points will be carefully
treated to avoid traditional kerb and
channel treatments.
The paving treatments treatments will be

extended to the south and will work in
with Waterfront Piazza paving to create a
‘seemless’ transition between the two
spaces. In contrast, there may an
opportunity to create an interesting point
of difference where Dockland’s Drive
meets the pedestrian streets to the north.
Furniture Strategy
In recognition of the fact that Dockland’s
Drive is a Melbourne streetscape,
Docklands Standard Street Furniture will
be used here. The exception will be tram
stop shelters and pedestrian barrier
structures which will be unique to WFC.

Pedestrians, vehicles and trams are catered for through the subtle treatment of the ground
plane and the paving pattern.

Indicative view of high quality Tram Stop
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2.3 Public Realm & Open
Space Network (cont’d)
Moonee Ponds Creek
The space is intended for informal leisure
and recreational use. With the backdrop
of the landscaped creek bank, this public
open space provides some natural relief
in an otherwise urban environment.
Tree Strategy
In response to Moonee Ponds Creek as a
‘natural’ enviroment, plantings of native
species will be used in this area. Informal
groups of trees will help to define
smaller, useable spaces within the
parkland and will direct and frame views
to the Creek. The same treatment will be
extended into the western entry road and
across it to the northern at-grade car
park. As a contrast, an avenue of trees
will flank the Moonee Ponds Creek
pedestrian and cycle path. The above
design principles are complimentary to
the Moonee Ponds Creek Masterplan.
Paving Strategy
Pedestrian footpaths along the western
entry road will generally be in situ
concrete to match those used throughout
WFC. Where these pathways enter the
Moonee Ponds Creek Park, they will
undergo a progresssive transition from
concrete to decomposed granitic sand.
Furniture Strategy
A combinaton of Docklands Standard
Furniture and City of Melbourne park
furniture will be used.

N
onds Cr
eek
Indicative
Creek
ndicative Plan of Moonee PPonds
Note: Alignment of shared bicycle/pedestrian path in accordance with
Moonee Ponds Creek Masterplan and to the approval of VicUrban.
Bike Path will visually align with Bolte Bridge Eastern Pier.

Indicative treatment of Moonee Ponds
Creek
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2.3.2 Landscape Character &
Elements (Softscape & Hardscape
Elements)
Streets
The streets are considered part of the
public realm and will be public spaces in
their own right.
Regional connections to the Docklands
and the City will be achieved via the
Waterfront Promenade, Dockland’s Drive
and Footscray Road.
Local primary connections will be made
via the internal streets. Further internal
connections will be achieved via
pedestrian streets and the pedestrian
vehicle cross streets.
It is envisaged that a high standard of
treatment will be carried across all
aspects of street design across the whole
of WFC. The palette of materials and
system of street treatments will clearly
recognise WFC as part of Melbourne, and
as part of the Docklands precinct.
Tree Strategy

Urban Ar
Artt
Urban art will play an important role in
the public realm of Waterfront City. The
range of public spaces offers a variety of
art opportunities including large-scale
landmark works, interactive works,
smaller artwork with more intimate
details, digital artwork, kinetic sculptures
and performance activities.
Str
eet Furnitur
Street
Furnituree
A combination of Docklands Authority
Standard Street Furniture and City of
Melbourne furniture will be used as a
backdrop to custom designed Waterfront
City furniture. Furniture will be refined,
with minimum ornamentation, an
emphasis on functionality and clean
lines. All furniture will be to the
Docklands Standard.
Indicative Str
eet TTrr ee Strategy
Street

Street trees will be generally planted to
create a well treed and comfortable
street environment. With respect to
species selection, careful
considerations will be given to the
specific soil and other environmental
conditions of the Docklands. In response
to the Melbourne context, deciduous
street trees will be used in some of the
streets.
Informally planted native trees will be
used along the western entry road. They
will extend from Moonee Ponds Creek to
the northern car park.

Species A Native Evergreen
Species B Exotic Deciduous
Species C Native Evergreen
Species D Exotic Evergreen
Species E Native Evergreen
Species F Exotic Deciduous
Species G Native Evergreen
Species H Predominantly Indigenous
Species I Exotic Deciduous
a-a

Species J Exotic Deciduous
Species K Exotic Deciduous
Species L Native Evergreen

As a contrast, formally planted street
trees will be used along the arrival
roadway leading to the Entertainment
Piazza.

Species M Native Evergreen

Deciduous trees are proposed for the
north-south pedestrian streets. They
will respond to the scale of the space
and reinforce the treatment of these
spaces as traditional shopping streets.
A distinctive combination of trees will
be used at Dockland’s Drive, to mark
this as an important arrival point into
WFC.

The western boundary road abutting the
Central City Studio Site will incorporate
a planting bed. This planting zone,
together with street trees proposed for
this street, will be effective in buffering
the visual dominance of the fence, will
enhance this as a pedestrian / cycle
environment.

Tr ee Planting Strategy
A unified tree planting strategy will
feature both native and exotic trees within
the ‘urban’ area. Indigenous tree species
will be located at the periphery with
aquatic sedge planting and riparian
species at Moonee Ponds Creek Park.
Paving to Urban Ar
eas
Areas
Quality paving will run throughout the
development and will feature a vaiety of
pavement treatments.
In response to the Melbourne context,
footpaths may feature sawn bluestone. In
other cases, such as along the Arrival
Gateway and Footscray Road, in situ
concrete and bitumen will be used. In
addition, some special cases will feature
a combination of natural stone, exposed
aggregate concrete and unit pavers to
reinforce the treatment of these spaces.

Pr
oposed TTypical
ypical Boundary Section a-a
Proposed
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

2.3.3 Security

Access control

Access to parking, public & private
spaces.

Decreasing criminal accessibility by
limiting access. Control limits applied
to natural access can increase natural
surveillance which can in turn restrict
criminal intrusion. Safe pedestrian
routes may then be achieved.

Pedestrian security is a priority in the
design of the public realm and is
being addressed through the
principles of ‘CPTED’ – Crime
Prevention through Environmental
Design. CPTED is defined by the
National Crime Prevention Institute of
America as:
“The proper design and effective use
of the built environment can lead to a
reduction in the fear and incidence of
crime, and an improvement of the
quality of life.”

Activity support
ensuring the presence of people
through a program of planned
activities. This can engage people
and enable them to become part of
the natural surveillance system
through participating in the activities.
Territoriality

Applying the 5 overlapping principles
of CPTED to specific sites and
situations, can enhance pedestrian
safety through minimising the
opportunity for criminal activity. The
following principles are useful
techniques:

creating a sense of ownership
through delineating private spaces
from public spaces. People have a
tendency to protect public territory
that they feel is their own – ie- shop
owners protecting sections of the
street outside their shop

Natural surveillance

Management and maintenance

creating a safe public environment
through constant surveillance of
intruders by people undertaking their
normal habits of observing the space
around them, both during the day and
at night across both private and
public spaces. The strategic locations
of lighting, street furniture and
vegetation may aid surveillance,
maintain and improve sightlines.

facilitating the principles of CPTED
through clear responsibilities by
management and fast response on
maintenance issues such as removal
of graffiti.
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2.3 Public Realm & Open Space
Network (cont’d)

2.3.5 Lighting

2.3.6 Water Plan

Moonee Ponds Creek

Victoria Harbour

2.3.4 Views

Lighting will be used to fullfil the
following objectives:

The urban footprint of WFC has a narrow
frontage onto Victoria Harbour. Therefore
buildings are predominantly linear and
orientated in a north-south direction.

•

To create a night time environment
that reveals the character of the
urban form and fabric.

By use of boardwalks, the public will be
provided with access to the water edge.
Facilities for boat /cruise hire may be
available for public recreation.

•

To create a successful integration of
the night time experience with the
existing city but with its own
distinct identity.

The primary views in, and through, the
site are directed and framed by the urban
pedestrian streets. Views to the north
capture the Entertainment precinct, while
views to the south capture the Waterfront
Piazza, and Victoria Square across the
Harbour. The large Waterfront Piazza /
Promenade also provides a greater
panoramic view over the Harbour to the
south.
The north-south orientation of the
residential apartments provides views to
the east over the city and to the west over
the Harbour and to Bolte Bridge.

•

To create a night scheme that is
distinctive and identifies Waterfront
City from a distance.

•

Lighting that echoes the need for
security to pedestrians and
residents.

•

Lighting that differentiates the
heirarchy in streets and urban
space.

•

Lighting system that subscribes to
energy and environment.

Quality / Range of Views

Streetscape Lighting

•

Strong and narrow focussed views
(east-west) opening up, as the
viewer moves up in level in
residential precinct.

•

•

Reinforced north / south views of
Entertainment (north) and Victoria
Harbour / Waterfront Piazza (south).
These views are best captured and
appreciated from the north / south
pedestrian links and the east / west
above ground bridge links.

Architectural / landscaping lighting
to highlight pedestrian paths for
night time security while creating
various moods for different modes
and helping to emphasise public
feature facades.

•

Provide lighting to beacon private
and public car parking entry points.

•

Provide lighting to Waterfront Piazza
and Dockland’s Drive and ground
level. Retail precinct and Ferris
Wheel / Entertainment precinct to
emphasise objects and night uses.

•

Generally, roof surfaces will be
carefully designed to maintain the
visual amenity and for added
outdoor amenity where appropriate.

•

Most of the views from within the
residential / commercial precinct /
matrix of pedestrian links and
public access corridors have been
facilitated by streamlining facade
treatments as much as possible.

•

Critical views and panoramas
include the CBD and the Bolte
Bridge from east and west facades
of the residential / commercial
components.

•

Terminal views include the
Entertainment precinct north of the
site and Waterfront Piazza / Victoria
Harbour south of the site.

•

Lighting within the matrix of
internal pedestrian links / public
access corridors is proposed to
be softer and indirect lighting to
help emphasise external night
time views.

The Waterfront Piazza is envisaged to
provide a major public / tourism
destination.
This section of waterfront will be visible
from around Victoria Harbour, and will be
generous in the provision of public space
and activity.
At the concept stage, the dock may
support boating access and facilities for
temporary mooring for a mix of water
craft types. The Piazza will also support
the requirements of recreational boating,
festivals and major events, ferries and
tour boats.
The public may also be able to connect
by way of transfer from water based to
land based public or private transport.
The water edge will connect with the
waterfront promenade, allowing the
public to get closer to the water and may
also provide areas of shelter and shade,
along with amenities, including food and
beverage sales, tourist information
directions and ticket sales.
The interface between the public
promenade and the floating wharf has
been carefully considered. At this stage,
this zone is not merely treated as an edge
that needs to be negotiated by the
pedestrian, but rather as a significant
component of the Waterfront Piazza, and
a distinctive space in its own right.

A variety of views are provided throughout the precinct.

Water Journey
The water journey connects major public
spaces as it traces across the site
between Victoria Harbour and the
Moonee Ponds Creek. The journey
visually links the site’s two main water
assets and becomes an exciting
component of the public realm in its own
right. It is not a continuous body of water,
but rather is comprised of a number of
water features or fountains, pieces of
public art and inserts of paving and other
materials to imply a physical water
connection across the site. A proposed
inlet of the Moonee Ponds Creek visually
connects the open space to the
Entertainment Piazza and the rest of the
site, and makes a significant aesthetic
contribution to this recreation space. In
addition, it functions as a water
treatment and retention pond in which
site storm water runoff is collected and
treated before being released into the
Creek. It is envisaged that the formalised
water features are detailed to achieve
high quality visual appearance with or
without the addition of water, and in line
with Waterfront Ciity’s committment to
ESD, also feature the employment of a
water recycling system.
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2.4 Built Form

Built form within the precinct will take
into consideration the development
controls and generally meet the design
objectives contained within the overall
planning scheme provisions.
In keeping with general urban design
principles, the masterplanning and
individual designs for the precinct
provides for all development to address
their respective frontages and to create an
active interaction between public and
private realm.

Carparking is generally contained within
podium structures with the active street
edge of the building creating a veneer to
the parking levels behind.
The building heights have been chosen to
take advantage of the views of the city
and waterfront.
Where possible, pedestrian access to
buildings is directly off major streets or
the waterfront promenade. Resident and
retail vehicle access to carparking is via
north-south perimeter carriageways so as
to optimise pedestrian flows along retail
streets.

Proposed Functional Relationship

Indicative view of massing from north - west
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3.0

Environmental

3.1 Weather Protection
Sun and Shade
The WFC development reflects the
design elements of the planning scheme
and will be a predominantly medium to
high rise development, yet will be lower
in some areas for viewing, shade and
sunlight purposes.
Principal streets are orientated northsouth to optimise sun penetration.
The extent of overshadowing of
neigbouring developments is minimal.
The considered manipulation of light and
shade through sunshade devices,
awnings, colonnades, screens and trees
will enrich the public realm, meet the
variable weather conditions, provide
surface textures, and softening of the
interface between building and open
space. Local micro-climate creation will
be explored through measures such as
convection showers for hot / dry weather
and gas heaters for winter.
The objective will be to create public
space sheltered from the south and west
by trees and screens and afforded
sunlight by lower building heights, where
appropriate.

Wind and Rain
The dominant Melbourne winds are from
the north and west quadrants. With
winter, colder winds emerge from the
southwest and south. The site is
particularly exposed to the north and
south.
Protection from hot northerly winds is
addressed by the moderately medium
rise overall development avoiding
induced downward wind flows. The
buildings bounding Footscray Road will
provide protection to the Entertainment
precinct and shelter is given
progressively by each building to the
south not being substantially higher than
its nothern neighbour. Street trees will
be an important factor in north wind
amelioration.
The extreme exposure from the south and
southwest with wind moving over the
water, is dealt with by medium rise built
forms beginning from the south and
gradually stepping up to prevent induced
downward flow. At ground level
windbreak screening will be provided by
trees, architectural features and glazed
barriers.
Most of the wind driven rain will come
from the southwest, through to the west.
The positioning of buildings, trees,
screens and awnings will provide shelter.

3.2 Ecological Sustainable
Development
The Waterfront City precinct within the
Docklands provides a unique opportunity
to address the issue of sustainable
design within the commercial context.
A committment to the principles of
Ecological Sustainable Development has
been a key consideration in the
framework envisaged throughout the
precinct.
The design team and the developer share
a passion for ecologicallysustainable
development. ING Real Estate, Hassell
Pty Ltd and Advance Environmental
Concepts are all founding members of
the Green Building Council of Australia.
The Green Building Council has been
formed with the expressed goal of
enabling and promoting sustainable
design at a global level through to recinct
and building level.
The WFC team’s aim is to achieve an
Award of Excellence with Waterfront City.
Site Planning and Infrastructure
The site planning reflects the project’s
commitment to deliver a project that
minimised environmental impact.
The innovative placement of the various
components within the one precinct
allows the design to incorporate
substantial ESD initiatives.
These initiatives include the following:
-

use of the streetscape and
orientation to enable natural lighting
and minimise heat loss.

-

ease of accessability so that visitors
and residents can utilise public
transport and access by cycles or by
walking. Future public tram and
ferry facilities are proposed to
provide key linkages to, and within
the site.

-

the principles of passive design in
relation to the orientation, design,
energy, and water usage of
residential uses. In association with
good passive design the heating and
cooling solutions, if any, should be
complementary to the built form and
the environmental planning of the
apartments.

-

the principles of passive design in
relation to the location, design, and
energy and water usage of retail and
commercial uses. The retail
component is designed to enhance
and embrace the public pedestrian
streets. The spaces will be designed
to provide sunlight and shadows.
The shops will be designed to
encourage tenants to open onto the
street.

The intent of the Australian Building
Greenhouse Rating Scheme and the
Docklands ESD guide will be embodied
within the design of the base building
retail services.

Initiatives including the highly efficient
heating and cooling systems, T5 lamps
and daylight linking will be fundamental
to the buildings achieving the minimum
4.5 star rating.
Major site wide initiatives being
investigated by the design team include:
· Harbour Water Heat Rejection –
Victoria Harbour is currently proposed to
be used for heat rejection from the
mechanical plant for the entire site.
Ideally, the harbour water heat rejection
system will eliminate the need for
cooling towers to the entire site. A
benefit of pursuing the Harbour Water
Heat Rejection include increased
efficiency over traditional dry air coolers
and evaporative cooling towers, negate
the risk of Legionella outbreaks and
minimises the consumption of potable
water.
· Car Park Optimisation – The supply and
exhaust of air to and from the carparks
will consume a large amount of energy
and demand significant capital and
operational expenditure. It is therefore
critical that the car park design be fully
optimised to minimise these loads and
plant requirements. With the provision of
natural ventilation shafts comes the
availability of increased natural light
penetration. Increased levels of natural
light is proven to saving energy and also
gives occupants of the car park a better
sense of orientation especially when they
are in fully enclosed areas.
· Wind Turbines – Wind is a natural,
inexhaustible source of energy with no
fuel and no pollution. Wind energy is the
fastest-growing energy source in the
world because of its environmental
advantages, improved reliability, and
favourable economics. Currently, there
are three wind towers proposed, they
stand at approximately 60 metres and
have a blade diameter of 47 metres.
Commerciality and feasibility is
currently being investigated.
· Multi-Water Reuse – This initiative is
primarily concerned with reducing the
demand on potable water.
Water
All base-building facilities will target a
minimum AAA rating. This will minimise
water demands for the base building.
Opportunities for water harvesting
currently being investigated include
rainwater run off from roof tops. The use
of this harvested water will be
considered for hard surface wash down
and landscape irrigation consistent with
the site wide planning initiatives.
There is a committment to implemeting
the Melbourne Docklands Environmental
Plan through best practice environmental
management and demonstrating
sustainable development principal
objectives.

The development endorses the principles
of delivering commercial buildings with a
minimum 4.5 star rating under the
Australian Building Greenhouse Rating
Scheme.
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4.0 Indicative Masterplan
Drawings

Indicative illustration of the Waterfront Piazza

Indicative illustration of the two shopping levels

Indicative illustration of the relationship between Retail and the Wheel
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5.0 Benchmark Images

5.0 Benchmarking Images &
Buildings plus Architectural
Interest and Character Guiding
Principles
Benchmark Buildings
The following images have been selected
for the purpose of assisting in
establishing benchmarks for the
architectural expression of the buildings
to be sited on the Waterfront Piazza.
They relate specifically to the residential
components of those buildings. The
images have been selected to illustrate
the following architectural
characteristics: a modernist aesthetic;
the use of articulation of form; the use of
a varied palette of materials and colours
to achieve a sense of intimacy and
tactility appropriate to the residential
architecture; and, the use of functional
elements such as balconies, stairs and
wnidows to create a high degree of
expression. The images are not intended
to illustrate what the final design will be.
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5.0 Benchmarking Images &
Buildings plus Architectural
Interest and Character Guiding
Principles
Waterfront Piazza Public Realm
Materials
1.

Timber and steel as construction
materials refer to their traditional
use in marine environments.

2 & 3. Retaining walls and free standing
elements are monolithic, panelled
or highly faceted for contrast and
visual interest.
4.

1.

Precast pavers with inserts of
stone or other contrasting
materials add interest and detail
to large paves spaces.

5 & 6. Planting screens or other screens
with a variety of contrasting visual
and textural qualities define
outdoor spaces and provide
shelter.
7.

Areas of transition are defined by
overlapping and contrasting
materials.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

6.
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Professor Bill Melbourne’s
letter re: Wind Issues
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